High-Efficiency Performance

The Volta LED line of products, originating in Europe, are now available in the United States. Designed for optimum performance with出众 heat dissipation and 70% less energy usage than traditional fluorescent lighting, Volta products are priced for the energy-conscious consumer. For more information, please visit www.voltagroup.com or Circle 209.

In retail settings, careful consideration must be given to glare issues, color temperature and overall aesthetic.
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4 Post-Industrial Option

Designs that harness technology’s advantages, like industrial LED lighting, become a signature feature in SSL’s new catalog. LED lighting is designed to withstand the rigors of industrial environments and cut energy costs.

5 Industrial Grade Performance

Rambus’ LED Die cast. For the budget-conscious, the Rambus LED Die Cast is designed to meet the demands of industrial applications, offering an array of light levels and color temperatures. For more information, please visit www.rambus.com or Circle 209.

6 Simple Cavity

The Lucifer Lighting Cylindrical LED Luminaire is designed to be a simple, easy-to-install fixture for use in industrial or commercial applications. The LED luminaire offers superior performance and energy efficiency, making it ideal for areas where the light source needs to be completely hidden. For more information, please visit www.luciferlighting.com or Circle 209.
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